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CODING FOR KIDS . . . Because itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s never too early to start developing! Ã‚Â  Coding and

web-design skills are becoming more and more important in our technological world. These concept

books will familiarize young ones with the kind of shapes and colors that make up web-based

programming language and give them the head start they need. Show your little ones how to display

HTML elements properly with CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and familiarize them with the visual

patterns and symbols that make up the essential building blocks of the web. This beautiful book is a

colorful introduction to coding and the web, and is the perfect gift for any technologically minded

family.
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Fun and interesting gift for the programer in your life who just became a parent, but honestly not a

great baby book. Nothing really to read and not a lot of color. I don't regret buying it, but this is more

of a good gift than something you will read to your baby a countless number of times.

I got this for my "older nephew" for the baby in the family. For him to babble to the younger one, and

hopefully someday I'll get two geeks. No, seriously, this was just for the older the to read to the



younger. He can't read yet. Kid is only 3. Just to inspire with nothing more.

More fun to look at than read.

Great book

Its only ok at best. High contrast colors but nothing on real substance.

I've bought pretty much all of the nerdy books for babies, and while they all range quite a bit in

quality, they all at least try to present some information in a fun manner.This series (HTML for

Babies (Code Babies)/CSS for Babies (Code Babies)/Javascript for Babies (Code Babies)) does not

try at all. They put two or three lines of poorly written code across two pages, so the whole book is

maybe twenty lines of code. There's no explanation, story, pictures, or rhyme. They don't even

bother to show what the output would be, probably because most of the output would likely just be

an error message.For the record, theÃ‚Â C++ for Kids (Code Babies)Ã‚Â book from the same

publisher is actually pretty awesome.

I bought this book because it sounded interesting, but it wasn't what I had hoped. Instead of simple

explanations or pictures explaining things, it just shows code snippets on each page. While they are

colorful, it's not really a good book for reading to a child (unless you like reading raw code to them),

and there aren't any pictures to keep the child's interest.

Syntax errors... Disappointed.
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